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ABSTRACT
Preparation is the key to passing SAS Certification exams. Knowing where and how to focus your study efforts can
help you reach the required level of proficiency as efficiently and effectively as possible. This paper helps you find
and understand the most important details and requirements for SAS Certification exams, including a list of individual
test objectives, recommended training and preparation options, exam durations, required passing scores, sample
questions, and what to expect on exam day.

INTRODUCTION
To prepare for a SAS certification, you must understand the expectations for each exam. First, be aware of the
individual test objectives, sample questions, exam duration, and passing score. Then, identify preparation options,
available resources, and recommended training. Finish your preparation with an understanding of what to expect on
exam day. With this focused preparation, your chances of success are greatly increased.

WHERE DO I START?
The SAS Global Certification Web site, http://support.sas.com/certify/, is the starting point for all aspects of SAS
Certification and it provides detailed information about individual exams.

All available SAS certifications are listed on this site. For more information, click on a specific certification and drill
down. For example, if you are interested in achieving the SAS Certified Base Programmer certification, click on the
appropriate link and drill down for details. Because the SAS Certified Base Programmer is the most common SAS
certification, it will be used as an example in this paper.
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WHAT INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FOR AN EXAM?
Each exam has a details page that contains tabs that provide information about the exam. Here is the page for the
SAS Certified Base Programmer exam:

Notice the tabs:
Overview provides a brief exam description.
Exam Content provides exam details, including specific testing objectives.
Exam Preparation provides a list of recommended training and a link to sample questions.
Exam Registration provides information about how to schedule an exam.
Exam Day provides information about what to expect at your testing session.
After the Exam provides information about what communications you will receive after the exam.

WHAT IS COVERED ON AN EXAM?
This is a critical component. Without understanding what topics will be tested on an exam, even experienced people
can have difficulty if they have not worked with all topic areas. The Exam Content tab is where specific testing
objectives can be found. Here is an example from the SAS Certified Base Programmer exam:

You can see that the Base Programming exam contains 70 questions and requires a passing score of 65%. Under
Exam topics include, you can see the individual testing objectives. You can expect to see questions about using the
INFILE statement, combining SAS data sets, creating and manipulating SAS date values, and so on. Your
preparation and study efforts should include all testing objectives.
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WHERE CAN I GAIN THE REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE?
Training and experience are the best preparation methods. Each exam has a tab for Exam Preparation that lists
recommended training. Here is an example from the Base Programming exam:

In this case, two main courses are identified: SAS Programming 1 and SAS Programming 2.
These courses provide the foundation knowledge that is required for the exam. Note that the training courses and
exams are based on the same job roles. The exams will test your ability to apply your skills and knowledge, so
experience is also a key factor.

WHAT OTHER RESOURCES ARE AVAILABLE?
Sample questions are also available. For Base Programming, the questions are at the application level and require
you to interpret and analyze code in order to identify the correct answer. There is a link on the Exam Preparation tab
for each exam that takes you to the sample questions. Here is an example from the Base Programming exam:
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In addition to the sample questions, you can purchase practice exams from SAS for Base Programming, Advanced
Programming, and Predictive Modeling Using SAS Enterprise Miner.
There are other resources available on many topics that are covered in the exams, including papers, blogs,
documentation, and SAS Press books. These can be found at support.sas.com and support.sas.com/publishing.
“The SAS Training Post” is a blog that includes certification content and can be found at
http://blogs.sas.com/sastraining/.

HOW TO SCHEDULE AN EXAM
When you are ready, you can schedule your exam attempt at any Prometric test site globally. Click the Exam
Registration tab for instructions.

Exams are usually taken at a Prometric test site, but exams are also offered at selected SAS sites and events, such
as regional users group meetings and SAS Global Forum.
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WHAT IS AN EXAM TESTING SESSION LIKE?
All SAS exams are proctored and are taken on a PC (personal computer). When you arrive for your exam session,
your identity will be confirmed, and you will be directed to a PC testing station where you will take the exam. No
reference materials, cameras, or electronic devices are allowed. SAS exams usually have a two-hour time limit. Test
questions are in multiple-choice format. Frequently, questions include exhibits, code samples, and displays that
require you to interpret a situation, and then apply your experience and knowledge to select the best answer.
After you have completed your exam, your exam score and pass/fail status is immediately shown on your PC screen
and is also sent to your e-mail address. If you have passed your exam and met all certification requirements, you will
receive an electronic certificate and instructions on accessing your approved certification logos.

CONCLUSION
Fully understanding what is going to be on an exam and the types of questions that you will encounter is critical in
preparing for an exam. Job experience by itself can be insufficient if you have not worked with all topic areas. Take
advantage of all the resources that are available to you, including training, sample questions, detailed exam
information, and information at sites such as support.sas.com and support.sas.com/publishing. Once you know what
is expected on an exam and the available resources, you can focus your preparation efforts on the most important
areas.
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